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Summary

● Threats ≠ Vulnerabilities ≠ Incidents ≠ Risks
○ Significant implications for disclosure

● Critical question(s): What do we want organizations to disclose, to whom, 
for what purposes, and in what context?

● Three main trends
○ Voluntary information sharing: primarily for operational aims
○ Mandatory incident reporting: limited effectiveness in improving cyber risk management
○ Cyber risk disclosure: double-edged sword



Voluntary Information Sharing

● US policy context: PDD 63 on CIP (1998), HSPD 7 (2003), CISA (2015)
● “Threat intelligence” (information on threats, vulnerabilities and incidents)
● “Cyber threat indicator” (legally defined in CISA)
● Financial Services Information Sharing & Analysis Center (FS-ISAC)

○ Specializes in disseminating physical and cyber threat alerts to members in a trusted 
environment

○ Enables anonymous information sharing across the financial services sector
○ Primarily operational objectives
○ Limited to what membership shares (no obligation to share)
○ No government members



Mandatory Incident Reporting

● Various policy drivers
○ EU: ePrivacy Directive, NISD, GDPR
○ US: Forty-eight states have laws requiring companies to report data breaches through 

various channels; SEC requirements (“material” incidents should be disclosed to 
investors), reporting among USG institutions (federal contractors, agency-to-agency)

● Inconsistency in what triggers a report, what is reported, and to whom, as 
well as enforcement

● Lacking big picture: No systematic aggregation/analysis of incident data
● Lessons to learn from AML/CTF: FATF’s international AML framework
● Questionable effectiveness in directly improving cyber risk management

○ Notification fatigue
○ Unclear that companies improve security to avoid disclosure



Cyber Risk Disclosure

● What is risk?
○ “The potential for an unwanted or adverse outcome resulting from an incident, event, or 

occurrence, as determined by the likelihood that a particular threat will exploit a particular 
vulnerability, with the associated consequences.”

● Much easier to measure (and thus report) cyber incidents than risk
● 2011 SEC Division of Corporation Finance guidance on reporting “material” 

cyber risks; largely unpracticed
● Disclosing too much detail can compromise security: Want to avoid 

providing a “roadmap”
● Need standardized approaches to quantifying cyber risk (cf. Federal 

Financial Institutions Examination Council Cyber Assessment Tool)



Towards More Meaningful Disclosure

● Clarify/strengthen existing guidance on cyber risk disclosure
○ Forthcoming report by the New York Cyber Task Force addresses this point

● Establish “reverse Miranda protections”
○ Advanced by FCC’s private sector advisory committee
○ Business should be able to freely discuss cyber risks in a safe venue without fearing that 

regulators would use the information against them with respect to liability, rulemaking, and 
public disclosure

○ Industry should work with policy makers to identify changes to policy required to 
incentivize companies to share meaningful information about cyber risks

○ Endorsed by Presidential Commission on Enhancing National Cybersecurity (Action 1.2.3 
of December 2016 report)

● New Cyber Executive Order: “Supporting Transparency in the Marketplace”


